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Abstract
In this paper we consider the conservative form of singularly perturbed ordinary
dierential equations with mixed boundary conditions. A tted mesh nite dierence
scheme is constructed for these problems. The scheme is shown to be uniformly con-
vergent with respect to the perturbed parameter. A class of conservative dierence
schemes with uniform mesh are also considered. These dierence schemes are proved
to be rst order uniformly convergent. The computed results for both cases are in good
agreement with the exact solutions.
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1. Introduction
Mathematical models of physical or chemical problems, in which some material parame-
ters are small, can be successfully studied, in many cases, as singularly perturbed problems
[5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 19]. Therefore, the interest in developing and analyzing
ecient numerical methods for singularly perturbed problems has increased enormously.
Corresponding authors, E-mail address: cx85@263.net or shenzheng@jmu.edu.cn and fwliu@xmu.edu.cn.
This work has been supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 10271098.
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In this paper, we consider the following conservative form of singularly perturbed mixed
boundary problems (SPMBP)
Lu(x)  "(p(x)u0(x))0 + (q(x)u(x))0 + r(x)u(x) = f(x); x 2 
; (1.1)
B0u(0)  u(0)  u0(0) = A; (1.2)
B1u(1)  u(1) + u0(1) = B (1.3)
where " (0 < " 1) is a suciently small parameter , 
 = (0; 1), 
 = [0; 1], p(x); q(x); r(x); f(x)
are suciently smooth in 
 and satisfy
 > p(x) >  > 0;  > q(x) >  > 0; r(x)  0;
p > p0(x)  0; q0(x)  0;
; ; ;  > 0:
It is well known that the solution of the SPMBP converges, as "  ! 0, and for 0 < x  1,
to the solution of the reduced problem. The loss of a boundary condition at x = 0 in the
reduced problem results in a boundary layer in the solution u, for a small ".
Computational methods for the conservative form of singular perturbed ordinary dier-
ential equations have been studied in dierent ways [1, 18]. In this paper, two kinds of
schemes are constructed for these problems with mixed boundary conditions. One is a tted
mesh nite dierence scheme (FMFDS), another kind is a class of conservative dierence
schemes (CCDS) with uniform mesh. Both schemes are very interesting and useful schemes.
To obtain the required estimates of SPMBP is more dicult. In the traditional argument
of FMFDS, the solution u is usually decomposed into smooth component v and singular
component w. However , the singular component w may cause very "large" at boundary
layer x = 0, because the boundary layer at x = 0 contains a term u0(0):
In this paper, we use Kellogg and Tsan's [7] methods to decompose solution u. Then we
combine Kellogg and Tsan's techniques and Shishkin's techniques [15] to prove FMFDS to be
uniformly convergent. We use Kellogg and Tsan's techniques to prove that these conservative
dierence schemes to be rst order uniformly convergent. Numerical results are compared
with the exact solutions. We also show that both the schemes give good agreement with the
exact solutions.
2. Properties of the Solution of SPMBP
For convenience, let
d(x; ") =
"  p0(x) + q(x)
p(x)











d  d(x; ")  2d > 0:
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We have given some properties of solution of SPMBP in [2]. The main result can be
written in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 : Suppose u(x) is the solution of SPMBP, then
u(x) = e  v(x) + z(x) (2.1)
where
v(x) = exp( q(0)  x
p(0)  " ); (2.2)
jej  C" (2.3)
and z(x) satises
jz(i)(x)j  C  f1 + " i+1 exp( d  x
"
)g; (i = 0; 1; : : :): (2.4)
Throughout the paper we let C;C0; C1, : : : and K1; K2; K3 denote positive constants that
may take dierent values in dierent formulas, but that are always independent of h and ".
3. A Fitted Mesh Finite Dierence Scheme
In this section, a tted mesh nite dierence scheme for SPMBP is now constructed.
On 





g. The domain 
 is subdivided into two subintervals: [0; ] and [; 1]. On













; h = hl+hr
2
; x0 = 0 , and xi = xi 1 + hi; (i = 1; 2; : : : ; N).
A tted mesh nite dierence scheme (FMFDS) is dened by
LNui  "  (p(xi)  ui) +D+(q(xi)ui) + r(xi)ui = f(xi); 0 < i < N; (3.1)









































Lemma 2 : If the mesh function ui satises L
Nui  0, BN0 u0  0 ,BN1 uN  0 , then
ui  0 for all 0  i  N .
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Proof : The tted mesh nite dierence scheme (3.1)-(3.3) may be written in matrix
vector form
A  U = F (3.4)
where
F = ( BN0 u0; Lhu1; Lhu2; : : : ; LhuN 1; BN1 uN)0;
U = (u0; u1; : : : ; uN)
0:
In (3.4) A is a tridiagonal matrix and the matrix A is an irreducibleM matrix [20]. Thus,
A 1 exists and A 1  0. By using hypothesis F  0, it follows that U  0.
Lemma 3: If the mesh function ui satises
jLNuij  K1; 1  i  N   1; (3.5)
jBN0 u0j  K2; (3.6)
jBN1 uN j  K3 (3.7)
then juij  C for all 0  i  N .
Proof: Without loss of generality we suppose  = ( + ) +  = 1;
then P0(x) = 
(1  x) + ; 0  x  1 satises the following relations
BN0 P0(0) = 1; B
N
1 P0(1) = 0;
P1(x) = 
x+ ; 0  x  1 satises the following relations
BN0 P1(0) = 0; B
N
1 P1(1) = 1;
Consider the barrier function i = m0P0(x) +m1P1(x) ui; 0  i  N;






; m1  K3:
We have
BN0 0  0; BN1 N  0; LNi  0; 0 < i < N:
By using Lemma 2 for the mesh function i, we yield the estimate juij  C, for all
0  i  N .
We often use the following inequalities in the below discussion
C1  t  sinh t  C2  t; 0 < t < c; (3.8)



















)j  CN 1: (3.12)
4. Uniform Convergence of Fitted Mesh Finite Dierence Scheme
We dene the following dierence equations8>><>>:
LNvi = Lv(xi); 0 < i < N;
BN0 v0 = B0v(0);
BN1 vN = B1v(1)
(4.1)
and 8>><>>:
LNzi = Lz(xi); 0 < i < N;
BN0 z0 = B0z(0);
BN1 zN = B1z(1)
(4.2)
then we have the decomposition ui = e  vi + zi.
Lemma 4 : Let vi be the solution of dierence equation (4.1), then
je  (v(xi)  vi)j  CN 1lnN for all 0  i  N .
Proof:
LN(v(xi)  vi) = LNv(xi)  Lv(xi);
LN(e(v(xi)  vi)) = eG1 + eG2 (4.3)
where
G1 = "  (p(xi)  v(xi))  "(p(x)v0(x))0(xi); (4.4)
G2 = D+(q(xi)v(xi))  (q(x)v(x))0(xi): (4.5)
Since
























v000(t)(xi + hi+1   t)2dt;
and








































































) + p(xi+ 1
2
)F01   p(xi  1
2
)F02]  "(p(x)v0(x))0(xi):
By using Taylor expansion
p(xi+ 1
2






















































































[F03 + F04]: (4.12)
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To estimate the local truncation error, the argument depends on the transition point
. The corresponding piecewise uniform mesh is constructed by dividing both [0; ] and
[1  ; 1] into equal subintervals. The argument consists of following four cases.



















































































jeG1j  CN 1lnN: (4.13)









(q(x)v(x))00() where  2 (xi; xi+1): (4.14)
It is easily to analyze the bound on G2:
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jeG2j  C"hl 1
"2
 CN 1lnN: (4.15)
Combining (4.13)and(4.15), (4.3) becomes
jLN(e(vi   v(xi)))j  CN 1lnN: (4.16)
Case 2: N
2























q(0)  xi+ 1
2









































F02j  CN 1; (4.18)
je "
hr































jeG1j  CN 1: (4.19)












jeG2j  CN 1: (4.20)
Therefore, we obtain
jLN(e(vi   v(xi)))j  CN 1: (4.21)
hold when N
2
< i < N .
Case 3: i = N
2


















































































































































Similar to the argument in case 1 and case 2, we nd the estimates
je "hF05j  CN
 1;
je "hF16j  CN
 1lnN;
je "hF07j  CN
 1;
je "hF08j  CN
 1lnN;
je "hF09j  CN
 1:
Therefore, we have the estimate
jeG1j  CN 1lnN: (4.28)
Similar to case 2, by using inequality (3.10) we have the estimate
jeG2j  CN 1: (4.29)
Therefore the estimate
jLN(e(vi   v(xi)))j  CN 1lnN (4.30)
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hold, when i = N
2
.
Case 4: i = 0 or i = N
The following identities hold
BN0 (v(0)  v0) = BN0 v(0) B0v(0)
=  hlv00(); where 0 <  < hl
and
BN1 (v(1)  vN) = BN1 v(1) B1v(1)
= hrv00(); where 1  hr <  < 1:
Hence we have the estimates




jBN1 (e(v(1)  vN))j  C"hr
 CN 1:
By using Lemma 3, we yield the estimate
je(v(xi)  vi)j  CN 1lnN:








Thus we have the estimates
jeG1j  CN 1lnN;
jeG2j  CN 1lnN:
Hence we nd the estimate
jLN(e(vi   v(xi)))j  CN 1lnN:
For the boundary conditions we also have the estimate
jBN0 (e(v(0)  v0))j  CN 1lnN;
jBN1 (e(v(1)  vN))j  CN 1:
By using Lemma 3 again, we obtain
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je(v(xi)  vi)j  CN 1lnN:
Lemma 5 : Let zi be the solution of dierence equation (4.2), then jz(xi) zij  CN 1lnN
for all 0  i  N:
Proof:
LN(z(xi)  zi) = LNz(xi)  Lz(xi) = G3 +G4 (4.31)
where
G3 = "  (p(xi)  z(xi))  "(p(x)z0(x))0(xi); (4.32)



































z000(t)(t  xi + hi)2dt
)
; (4.36)




























When 1  i  N
2
  1, a computation gives
j "
hl



























F1ij  CN 1lnN; 2  i  4:
Hence we have




jG4j  CN 1lnN; hold for 1  i  N
2
  1:
Hence we nd the estimate
jLN(zi   z(xi))j  CN 1lnN; hold for 1  i  N
2
  1:
Similarly, we have the estimate
jLN(zi   z(xi))j  CN 1lnN; hold for N
2
 i  N   1:
The following identities hold
BN0 (z(0)  z0) = BN0 z(0) B0z(0)
=  hlz00(); where 0 <  < hl
and
BN1 (z(1)  zN) = BN1 z(1) B1z(1)
= hrz00(); where 1  hr <  < 1:
Hence we have the estimates




 CN 1 + CN 1lnN
 CN 1lnN;
jBN1 (z(1)  zN)j  CN 1:
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By using Lemma 3, we yield the estimate
jz(xi)  zij  CN 1lnN:




, the mesh is uniform , we also have the result
jz(xi)  zij  CN 1lnN:
By combining Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 , we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let u(xi) be the solution of SPMBP and ui be the solution of FMFDS, then
ju(xi)  uij  CN 1lnN for all 0  i  N .
5. A Class of Conservative Dierence Schemes of SPMBP
Let [0,1] be divided into N uniformly spaced mesh intervals, with mesh spacing h = N 1
and with mesh points xi = i  h, 0  i  N . We dene a class of conservative dierence
schemes (CCDS) of SPMBP by
Lhui  "  (ipi s  ui) +D0(qi t+ 1
2
ui) + r(xi)ui = f(xi); 1  i  N   1; (5.1)
























i = (xi; s; t; ) = R(xi; s; t)  coth(R(xi; s; t));
R(x; s; t) =
q(x  t  h)




x 2 [h; 1  h]; s 2 [0; 0:5]; t 2 [0; 0:5]:
Lemma 6 : If the mesh function ui satises L
hui  0, Bh0u0  0, Bh1uN  0 , then ui  0
for all 0  i  N .
Proof : Analogous to the proof on Lemma 2.
Corresponding to [2, 19], we have the following discrete maximum principle.
Lemma 7: If the mesh function ui satises.




)g; 1  i  N   1; (5.4)
jBh0u0j  C1f1 +




jBh1uN j  C2: (5.6)
then juij  C for all 0  i  N .
We often use following inequalities in the below discussion.
jt  coth t  1j  c  t; t 2 (0;+1); (5.7)
jt  coth t  1j  c  t
2
1 + t
; t 2 (0;+1); (5.8)
j1  t  sinh 2 tj  c  t2; t 2 (0;+1); (5.9)
j@
@x
j  c  ; t 2 (0;+1); (5.10)
sinh t = t+ s; where jsj  c  jtj
3
1 + jtj2 exp t; 0 < t < c; (5.11)
"  j@
@x
j  c  h
2
h+ "
; where h  ": (5.12)
6. Uniform Convergence of A Class of Conservative Dierence Schemes
We dene the following dierence equations8>><>>:
Lhvi = Lv(xi) 0 < i < N;
Bh0 v0 = B0v(0);
Bh1 vN = B1v(1)
(6.1)
and 8>><>>:
Lhzi = Lz(xi) 0 < i < N;
Bh0 z0 = B0z(0);
Bh1 zN = B1z(1)
(6.2)
then we have the decomposition ui = e  vi + zi.
Lemma 8 : Let vi be the solution of dierence equation (6.1), then







q(xi   t  h  0:5  h)
p(xi   s  h  0:5  h) ; 1  i  N   1:
By using Taylor expansion, we have
p(xi s+ 1
2
) = p(xi s  1
2













) = q(xi t  1
2
) + 2h  q0(xi t  1
2




















)2  h2  p00(2);



































)2  h2  p000(3);













)2  h2  q000(3)
where
ih  sh  0:5h  1  ih  sh+ 0:5h; ih  sh  0:5h  2; 3  ih;





































sinh [T (xi) T (x0)]
2



















































)h  p00(xi s  1
2
) + q0(xi t  1
2








)h  [1  1
2

























)2h2  q000(3)] + r(xi)g  v(xi):
Therefore we have



















8<:T0" p(xi s  12 )  [T0   T (xi)] + 2q(xi t  12 )  sinh
T0
2
 sinh (T (xi) T0)
2





























































































Above equality consists of 7 terms. We can estimate the bound of each term as follows.
(i) From the inequality (5.10) we get
jF1j  Ch 1
max(h; ")
 exp( d  xi 1
"
):
(ii) F2 may be written as
F2 = p(xi s  1
2
)  T0[T0   T (xi)]  sinh
T (xi)
2





h  sinh T (xi)
2
 v(xi):
By mean of Lemma 4.3 of [7], it is easy to nd a constant C1, so that we have the estimate
jF2j  Ch 1
max(h; ")
 exp( d  xi 1
"
); 1  i  N   1 ; when h  C1:













 [exp( T0)  1]g  v(xi);
= p0(xi s  1
2
)fT 20   s+O() +O(2)gv(xi):
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Hence we nd the estimate





When h > ", we have the eatimate
jF3j  C  h
h
 exp( d  xi 1
"
):
(iv) A computation gives





(v) When h  ", we obtain the estimate





When h > ", we obtain the estimate





(vi) When h  ", we have
jF6j  Ch  v(xi):
When h > ", we have
jF6j  Ch  v(xi 1):
(vii)A computation gives





Therefore we have the following estimate




)g; when h  C1:
It is easy to show
jBh0 [e(v(0)  v0)]j  C  f1  exp(  d)g (6.4)
and
jBh1 [e(v(1)  vN)]j  Ch: (6.5)
By using Lemma 7, we have the estimate
je  (v(xi)  vi)j  C  h; when h  C1: (6.6)
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When h  C1, it can be seen that je  vij  C and je  v(xi)j  C.
Thus we obtain the estimate
je  (v(xi)  vi)j  C  h; when h  C1: (6.7)
By combining (6.6) and (6.7), the Lemma 8 is proved.
Lemma 9 : Let zi be the solution of dierence equation (6.2), then jz(xi)   zij  C  h
for all 0  i  N .
Proof : Let
G1 = "  ((i   1)pi s  z(xi));
G2 = "  f(pi s  z(xi))  (p(x)z0(x))0(xi)g;




Lhz(xi)  Lz(xi) = G1 +G2 +G3:
We can estimate the bound of each Gi (i = 1; 2; 3) as follows
(i) By the equality in [14]






((i   1)  pi s  z(xi))  C  j1  i+ 1
2
j  j2z(xi)j




































(ii) Analogous to discussion in Lemma 4, we obtain
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z000(s)(s  xi + h)2ds]
+ O(h)z0(xi) +O(h)z00(xi) +O(h2)z000(xi)g:


























z00(s)(s  xi + h)ds] +O(h):











By combining (i) ,(ii) and (iii), we nd the estimate










On the other hand, a computation gives
jBh0 (z(0)  z0)j  Ch  f1 +




jBh1 (z(1)  zN)j  Ch:
Hence from Lemma 7, we obtain
jz(xi)  zij  Ch:
By combining Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 , we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 2 : Let u(xi) be the solution of SPMBP and ui be the solution of CCDS, then
ju(xi)  uij  Ch for all 0  i  N .
7. Numerical Results













u(0)  2u0(0) = 1; u(1) + 4u0(1) = 1:



































This problem is solved numerically using FMFDS and CCDS, which have been presented
in the sections 3 and 5, respectively.
Computed maximum pointwise errors between the FMFDS and the exact solution for a
variety of values of " and N are presented in Table 1. From the Table 1, it can be seen that
these numerical results are in excellent agreement with the exact solution. They also prove
"-uniformly convergence of order N 1lnN .
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Table 1: FMFDS , Computed Maximum Pointwise Error
" Number of Intervals N
16 32 64 128
2 4 0.17891516 0.15027754 0.13590149 0.12869073
2 5 0.10136394 0.08675785 0.07616931 0.06887928
2 6 0.04895303 0.04284077 0.03833231 0.03536333
2 7 0.02166444 0.02012990 0.01859324 0.01744678
2 8 0.00769043 0.00854047 0.00855859 0.00836972
2 9 0.00604819 0.00294742 0.00349354 0.00379703
2 10 0.00628773 0.00308708 0.00194097 0.00150130
2 11 0.00640998 0.00315869 0.00156437 0.00097287
2 12 0.00647173 0.00319495 0.00158546 0.00078893
2 13 0.00650276 0.00321319 0.00159609 0.00079501
2 14 0.00651832 0.00322234 0.00160142 0.00079806
2 15 0.00652610 0.00322693 0.00160409 0.00079959
2 16 0.00653000 0.00322922 0.00160543 0.00080035
2 17 0.00653195 0.00323037 0.00160610 0.00080074
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
2 32 0.00653390 0.00323151 0.00160676 0.00080112
A comparison of the exact solution and CCDS with dierent values of t and s are shown
in Tables 2-4. From Tables 2-4, it can be seen that the CCDS are in good agreement with
the exact solution and CCDS are "-uniformly convergence Schemes.
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Table 2: CCDS , N=100, " = 10 3
Mesh Exact ju(xi)  uij ju(xi)  uij ju(xi)  uij
Point Solution (s=0.0 ,t=0.0) (s=0.0 ,t=0.5) (s=0.1 ,t=0.4)
x=0.000 -0.767646753 9.47468865E-03 1.22527233E-02 1.16968594E-02
x=0.010 -0.765463068 1.49985662E-03 1.29206822E-03 7.33424964E-04
x=0.040 -0.761653429 1.47102464E-03 1.26997466E-03 7.21533641E-04
x=0.600 -0.634985778 9.24289139E-04 1.19275919E-03 7.69223985E-04
x=0.960 -0.513864895 5.83983034E-04 1.31560847E-03 9.35581403E-04
x=1.000 -0.499000999 5.47138276E-04 1.33333599E-03 9.57133526E-04
Table 3: CCDS , N=1000 , " = 10 3
Mesh Exact ju(xi)  uij ju(xi)  uij ju(xi)  uij
Point Solution (s=0.0 ,t=0.0) (s=0.0 ,t=0.5) (s=0.2 ,t=0.3)
x=0.000 -0.767646753 2.40584547E-03 2.68531009E-03 2.57340372E-03
x=0.001 -0.766898419 7.74890278E-04 1.05449463E-03 9.42532316E-04
x=0.004 -0.766196982 1.27009619E-04 1.52438734E-04 4.06175404E-05
x=0.500 -0.663966530 9.45274323E-05 1.24484125E-04 3.68608483E-05
x=0.996 -0.500498750 4.19055796E-05 1.45723418E-04 7.06563942E-05
x=1.000 -0.499000999 4.15514755E-05 1.45889774E-04 7.08978639E-05
Table 4: CCDS , s = 0:2; t = 0:3; " = 10 3
Mesh Exact ju(xi)  uij ju(xi)  uij ju(xi)  uij
Point Solution N=25 N=50 N=100
x=0.000 -0.767646753 4.42155893E-02 2.2136839E-02 1.11410733E-02
x=0.040 -0.761653429 3.75364183E-03 1.26781029E-03 1.73162798E-04
x=0.600 -0.634985778 4.19939352E-03 1.52355111E-03 3.45694275E-04
x=1.000 -0.499000999 4.89905055E-03 1.91569925E-03 5.80930441E-04
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